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W H E N the colonial Gold Coast this year became sovereign 
Ghana, amidst joyous celebrations attended by messengers of 
goodwill from all over the globe, many Israelis heaved retrospec
tive sighs of envy thousands of miles away. They recalled, 
by comparison, their own transition from tutelage to inde
pendence some nine years earlier. The Gold Coast had been 
evacuated by the British Colonial Government, if not en
thusiastically, at least with excellent grace. For years con
stitutional and administrative preparation had smoothed the 
way step by step. In Palestine, on the other hand, the Man
datory Government had left in a manner that spread the almost 
general suspicion of a sinister design to create such chaos as 
would lead to an early return of British troops. In Accra, 
on the 6th of March, 1957, high-ranking emissaries of scores 
of nations, large and small, stood smiling godfathers at the 
Ghanian cradle, vying with each other in the showering of gifts 
and blessings. Around Jerusalem, on the 14th of May, 1948, 
five Arab armies were converging to strangle Israel at birth, 
while the rest of the world stood by fascinated, gloating or 
anxious, but practically motionless. 

The circumstances attending Israel's establishment determined 
the development of her international relationships. Her 
immediate neighbours—Egypt, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon— 
would normally have been her closest natural partners in 
economic, cultural and political exchanges for mutual benefit. 
For a short while, indeed, soon after the Arab war against 
Israel was brought to an end by a series of Armistice Agreements, 
hopes in Israel were high for an early, full peace settlement 
and for the beginning of a new era in the Middle East. But 
disillusion followed quickly as vociferous Arab leaders erected 
their barriers of boycott and threatened the early resumption 
of war. As the prospect of peace receded, Israel's overriding 
policy objective became the safeguarding of her national security. 
To achieve this in a reasonable measure, Israel knew she had to 
increase her population rapidly by immigration (which anyhow 
coincided with a trend among Jews in various lands); develop 
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her economic resources wi th utmost speed (which large-scale 
immigrat ion made imperative in any case); and devote the 
greatest at tent ion to those nations, far and near, who were able 
and willing to contr ibute to her physical security—militari ly, 
economically and politically. 

Yet Israel has always been conscious of her posi t ion—in 
cultural history as well as in geopolitics and in economic matters 
—at the junct ion of the Asian and African continents . Her 
earliest communal experiences in antiquity were in Mesopotamia 
(now Iraq) and in Egypt. From the area around her she absorbed 
considerable cultural influences. She radiated back even 
stronger ones through her biblical teachings, which formed 
the basis no t only of Christianity, bu t also of Islam. The 
record of history shows that her trade moved in two direct ions: 
along the Eastern Mediterranean coast to her nor th , and south
wards through the Gulf of Eilath to Ethiopia, Arabia and into 
the Indian Ocean. After her recent national rebi r th , her inter
course wi th the peoples on her per iphery blocked, she has 
no t hesitated to reach beyond the wall of hostility to contact 
her neighbours ' neighbours. In Asia this has meant Turkey, 
Iran and the nations of South and East Asia. Success has been 
significant, though no t wi thout exceptions. In Africa, quite 
apart from her friendly and many-sided relationship wi th the 
Union of South Africa, it involved making herself bet ter known 
to the independent and nearly independent non-Whi te peoples 
of the continent . 

Israel's first mod e rn political experience in Africa was wi th 
nascent Libya, when, in 1949, the so-called Bevin-Sforza plan 
came before the United Nations. Under this plan Libya, 
which had been lost by Italy through the war, would remain 
under international tutelage for a period of ten years, after 
which t ime she would presumably be fully prepared for the 
privileges and responsibilities of independent statehood. Defeat 
of the plan at the U . N . would mean immediate independence. 
It soon became evident that the advocates of continued tutelage 
and those of immediate independence were exactly matched. 
Israel was thus faced wi th a grave dilemma. Her vote would 
be decisive. Libya's population is almost exclusively Moslem, 
and her proximity to Egypt was likely to facilitate the spread 
of Egyptian influence there , at least during Libya's early hesitant 
strides onto the international scene. And Egypt was the main
stay of the fiercely anti-Israel Arab League. An independent 
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Libya might, therefore, be of rather doubtful value to Israel. 
On the other hand, Israel was quite newly independent herself. 
She was in sympathy, as a matter of principle, with any move
ment for national liberation as such. Moreover, she wished to 
demonstrate her good intentions to the Moslem world and even 
to the Arab states themselves. Libya could provide the oppor
tunity. Not much gratitude was expected, but who knows, 
so went the argument, perhaps goodwill might be reciprocated, 
or, at least, moderation encouraged. Thus Israel cast her vote 
against the Bevin-Sforza plan and helped establish an additional 
Arab state. To many it came as something of a shock when 
not long afterwards Libya joined the Arab League and faithfully 
endorsed the League's intransigent hostility to Israel. 

The case of Libya with its moral is too easily forgotten to-day 
by Arab propagandists in both Asia and Africa, who accuse 
Israel of not joining in the "struggle against colonialism," 
whether in North Africa or elsewhere. Nobody need exhort 
Israel on the principle of anti-colonialism. The long record of 
suffering of the Jewish people and Israel's own hard struggle 
for freedom from foreign bondage are deeply engraved into her 
political consciousness. However, we have no less an authority 
than India's Mr. Nehru, that great arbiter of political morality, 
for the statement that although "ideological urges play some 
part . . . in the final analysis, all foreign policy concerns itself 
chiefly with the national interest." (The National Herald, 
Lucknow, India, August 19^6.) Every nation's first interest 
is national survival. Israel, besieged, boycotted, blockaded 
and threatened as she is, could not entertain any thought of 
furthering Colonel Nasser's own dreams of Empire in the 
abused name of anti-colonialism. 

Early in 19^6, Israel took another minor step of goodwill 
toward a newly independent Arab nation in Africa. The Sudan 
had just gained sovereign statehood, and Egyptian and some 
pro-Egyptian Sudanese papers reported that a message of con
gratulations had been received in Khartoum from the Israel 
Government, but that the Sudanese would disdain to reply to 
a state which in Arab eyes did not exist. Many Israelis see 
something like poetic justice in the fact that in recent months 
both Libya and the Sudan have expelled Egyptian diplomatic 
representatives for subversive activities and have in general 
greatly cooled toward a Cairo whose protestations of friendship 
have become suspect by the ample evidence of tireless plotting. 
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Israelis have also welcomed signs that such Moslem states in 
Africa as Morocco and Tunisia are realizing that their own inter
ests and those of Nasser's Egypt do not necessarily coincide. 
Israelis have appreciated the fact that Tunisia's Mr. Habib 
Bourguiba last year sent a strong delegation to participate in 
an agricultural congress in Israel; they take this as evidence of 
his independent approach to some Middle Eastern problems. 

Israel's main efforts in Africa, however, have been directed 
towards those nations of West and East Africa who were not 
inherently prejudiced against her on religious or racial grounds. 
She started somewhat late, but has already made significant 
strides towards fruitful contacts in the commercial, technical 
and cultural fields, and seems to have obtained a fair measure 
of understanding in political matters. In West Africa, Israel's 
trade in both directions started barely three years ago and, while 
still worth only a few million dollars last year, is on a steep 
incline. Imports of fine woods for Israel's plywood industry> 
of cocoa and of various oils, come from Nigeria and Ghana. 
Exports of cement, cars and other industrial products are sent 
in return there, and also to French Africa. Trade is likely 
to develop much further now that Israel's main shipping line 
has initiated a regular frequent service through the Mediterranean 
and Dakar to ports as far as Point Noir. The economies 
of Israel and most of the countries of that area are easily comple
mentary, and, recognizing the potentialities of trade, if prices 
and quality are competitive, a West Africa Trade Corporation 
has recently established itself in Israel with the Government's 
encouragement. 

However, Israel is also active in West Africa in economic 
spheres other than trade. On her own soil, she has had the 
unique task of providing economic nourishment out of what 
was essentially desert, swamp and eroded mountain, for a 
population doubling and doubling again, and yet again, all within 
less than a generation. These tasks have produced reserves of 
original experience and advanced skill in such fields as large-
scale popular housing, in soil-conservation and water uses, in 
co-operative farming and marketing, in technical and vocational 
training, in public health, and in a considerable range of other 
matters, all of which are of vital interest to many rapidly develop
ing countries in the two formerly "colonial" continents. In 
Liberia, with which official relations are at present still on the 
"popular" level, Israel's firms have secured—on an internation-
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ally competitive basis—interesting contracts for urban construc
tion. With Ghana, Israel's relationship is already of a much 
wider scope. It has always been a cardinal point of Israel's 
policy to offer to share the specialized experience which it has 
been her good fortune to accumulate, often through trial and 
error, with nations interested in it. Not all, or even most, 
of the new African and Asian States, are interested. Israel's 
Arab neighbours, of course, would rather cut their noses to 
spite their faces. Other countries wish to combine economic 
and technical co-operation with economic aid, which Israel, 
being at the receiving end herself, is far from able to provide. 
In at least two cases, however, those of Burma in South-East 
Asia and now Ghana in West Africa, the recent development 
of Israel seems to have fired the imagination of top-ranking 
leaders and awakened the desire to look to Israel on a significant 
scale for what may suit their own immediate tasks. In both 
cases an ideological affinity may have been initially responsible, 
for in both countries, as in Israel, the labour movement plays 
a decisive part in political and economic life. Israel's contacts 
with Ghana are, however, of much shorter standing than those 
with Burma. Less than two years ago, the first unofficial, 
though prominent, visitors from the then Gold Coast and their 
Israeli hosts seem to have impressed each other rather well. 
In November, 19^6, Israel established a Consulate in Accra 
and raised it to an Embassy after Ghana's independence. Her 
Minister for Commerce and Industry, a high-ranking member 
of the Cabinet, led her delegation to the Independence celebra
tions in Accra last March and discussed opportunities for 
economic co-operation. He also announced the permanent 
establishment of three one-year scholarships in Israel for advanced 
Ghanian students. Since then, the Government of Ghana has 
published news of the projected establishment of a joint shipping-
line with Israel, operations to start very modestly, as did Israel's 
own, now flourishing, merchant fleet. A number of Israelis, 
experts in their fields, have already been invited to serve Ghana 
in various capacities. A youth delegation from Accra is, at 
the time of writing, on its way for a study tour of labour institu
tions in Israel. In view of the tasks confronting Ghana; of 
the determination of her leaders and their devotion to those 
tasks; of the common ideological ground she shares with Israel; 
and of Israel's own lively official and popular interest in Ghana, 
the present relationship between the two countries should, 
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by the nature of things, steadily grow and spread in the clear, 
enlightened self-interest of both. The trend will, of course, 
be confined within the physical limits of what they can usefully 
mean to each other. Compared to the role that some large 
powers are likely to play in Ghana's development, Israel's 
contribution must needs be modest. It may nevertheless be 
q u a I i tati vel y re ma rkabl e. 

Not long ago, a very average Israeli expressed in an Accra 
newspaper a hankering after pen-pals from Ghana. He had 
hoped for half-a-dozen answers. Within a week he was flooded 
with more than one hundred and fifty airmailed replies, most of 
which had been obviously prompted by a specific desire to have 
a pen-friend in Israel and not just someone anywhere abroad. 

In East Africa, Israel's closest non-Moslem neighbour is 
Ethiopa. Not much is known about contacts in antiquity 
between the ancient Kingdom of Judah and Ethiopia; there 
was probably some small regular trade through the Red Sea 
and the Gulf of Eilath. Legend, however, abounds and has 
provided a certain sentimental undertone to the modern relation
ship. According to Ethiopian tradition, the Ethiopian Imperial 
house descends from a liaison between King Solomon and the 
Queen of Sheba; the Imperial Seal to-day is still the Lion of 
Judah. Also, there lives in Ethiopia a sizable Jewish commun
ity, the Falashas. Outwardly hardly distinguishable from their 
Coptic fellow Ethiopians, this very old community maintains 
that it came from ancient Judah after the destruction of the 
First Temple, over 2, coo years ago. Probably the more correct 
view is that they are Ethiopians who at some time, centuries 
ago, embraced Judaism en masse, but they too add to that unusual 
undertone. In more recent times, Israel's contact with 
Ethiopia has been almost continuous. The Abyssinian Coptic 
Church has considerable property in Jerusalem. So has the 
Imperial family. When his country was invaded by Italy in 
193c, Emperor Hailie Sellassie's first refuge was Jerusalem, 
from whence he eventually went to London. He is a figure 
known to quite a few veteran Israelis, and he, in turn, has 
become acquainted with the aspirations of the Jewish Community 
of what was then Palestine. Since the liberation of Ethiopia 
in the war, a few Israelis have held government appointments 
in Addis Ababa. However, it was only in the spring of 19^6, 
after the visit of senior Israeli officials to the Emperor had 
paved the way, that relations at the level of Consuls-General, 
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i.e., still short of full diplomatic ties, were established. There 
they rest at present. It would seem that Ethiopia's political 
relationship with Israel is not unconnected with her position 
vis-a-vis Egypt. Lying astride the Blue Nile, Ethiopia is deeply 
affected by any scheme concerning the future use of the Nile 
waters. By the same token, she figures prominently in Colonel 
Nasser's ambitions of expansion. Cairo radio has repeatedly 
vilified the Emperor and his government. One such broadcast 
(July 18, 1955) called Ethiopia "a country which, like a whore, 
has sold all its treasures to give pleasure . . . to the imperialists 
and their dark scheming." Matters have gone so far that 
earlier this year the Emperor himself found it necessary to 
denounce publicly Egypt's meddling in her internal affairs. 
Nasser's military attache in Addis Ababa was recently expelled. 
Ethiopia and the present government of Egypt would, therefore, 
seem to be at serious loggerheads. At the same time, there 
may be—judging by outward appearances—a feeling in Addis 
Ababa that one should be careful not to provide Cairo with 
material for subversive propaganda among Ethiopia's 3-4 million 
Moslems. 

Meanwhile there is lively contact in practical fields. Israel's 
imports from Ethiopia are large, amounting to nearly $ per cent, 
of that country's total exports. An Israeli firm owns and 
operates a meat packing plant processing 9^ per cent, of 
Ethiopia's export meat. Exports from Israel, though much 
smaller, have already increased fourfold in as many years. With 
the establishment of freedom of shipping in the Gulf of Eilath, 
a small fleet of merchant vessels goes regularly to and fro. 
It also goes southwards to the ports of British East Africa, where 
trade with Israel is minor but not without potentialities. 

The steady growth, in quantity and quality, of Israel's ties 
with the African continent is an end in itself. Allowed and 
encouraged to develop, these ties can only be of solid gain to 
the countries sharing them. They will provide Israel with an 
opportunity to make a modest but not unworthy contribution 
to the fulfilment of some of the economic and social tasks facing 
new nations. Finally, they should be another step in showing 
the futility of the Arab attempt to erect a wall of isolation around 
Israel. They might thereby ultimately help make wiser and 
more constructive counsels prevail in Cairo, Damascus and 
elsewhere, and thus further, however small the prospects may 
appear to-day, the return of peace at last to the Middle East. 


